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What is the answer to impossible quiz number 118
Image: Yuri_Arcurs / E+ / Getty Images There are too many branches of knowledge to list them all, and knowledge comes in all shapes and forms. A doctor might be knowledgeable at neurosurgery, and a farmer might be knowledgeable at weather patterns. A chimpanzee might know the most efficient way to peel a banana, and an
engineer might know the most efficient way to build a bridge. There are just so many things to learn that it's impossible to learn them all. Very few people learn the square root of 289, the capital of Australia, the location of the North Star, the deepest location on Earth and the weight of Manhattan all at the same time. Very few people learn
such a wide variety of knowledge at different times. And that's why it's impossible to know everything.Luckily for you, this quiz is only almost impossible. If you dig deep and try to remember everything you've ever learned in this history of your learning, you might be able to get every question correct on this quiz. You'll have to channel your
social studies classes from years ago and combine them with the common sense street smarts you learn today to get these questions right, but it can be done. Do you think you can do it? Put your skills to the test and try to answer these nearly impossible knowledge questions. PERSONALITY Our Most Difficult Knowledge Quiz Will Let
Us Guess What Grade You're In! 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA The Trivia Quiz for People Who Want a Challenge! 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Are You a Master of Almost Useless Facts? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA MEDIUM If You Pass This Vocabulary Quiz With All Words That Start With 'B', We'll Think You're Brainy 6 Minute Quiz 6
Min TRIVIA HARD Think You're a Trivia Genius? Answer These Random Questions! 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Pass This English Exam for Non-Native Speakers? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Try Your Best to Pass This Vocabulary Quiz 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Pick the Correct Seven-Letter Word That Matches
Each Definition? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA The A to Z Knowledge Quiz 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Complete These Common Canadian Phrases? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help.
Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how stuff works, other times, we ask you, but we’re always
exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking "Sign Up" you are agreeing to our privacy policy and confirming that you are 13 years old or over. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1
Company Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! 1. Bethlehem is "house of bread" (answer c). If this was intended to be a franchise, it didn't work. 2. Nicholas managed to be both a saint and a bureaucrat (answer b). In fact, Nicholas was a bishop, which is a bureaucratic job in itself. Furthermore, bishops in
the late Roman Empire were part of the civil service, handling the judicial and supervisory responsibilities of their dioceses. The emperor tended to trust the clergy more than his relatives. 3. There would be no office Christmas parties under Oliver Cromwell (answer b). He outlawed the celebration of Christmas: It smacketh of Popery!
Nonetheless, it is fun to imagine John Milton (Cromwell's PR flack) getting drunk and poetically propositioning Mrs. Cromwell. 4. The answer is d: three sons. Don't worry; Herod still had four sons to spare. He also executed one wife and one son-in-law. None of his daughters were so honored. To his credit, Herod never executed any of his
grandchildren. 5. Magi were priests of the Zoroasterian religion, the dominant faith of the Parthian Empire (answer a). Persia was a province of Parthia. Phoenicia (alias Lebanon) and Phrygia (central Turkey) were Roman provinces, and their versions of wise men would have been Hellenized sophists. 6. Prince Albert (answer d), the
German-born husband of Queen Victoria, introduced the tannenbaum to England. He also may have introduced both intelligence and hemophilia into the Royal Family. The hemophilia made more of an impression. 7. The Pompeii REIT (answer b) would have been a good investment until AD 79. Being Augustus' heir would be a terrible
bet. All of his heirs had mysterious accidents or succumbed to surprise diseases. The Janus Theology Fund didn't turn a profit until the fourth century, when a small-cap religion known as Christianity got Emperor Constantine's celebrity endorsement. While philosophy was the first artificial intelligence, Microsophist would have been too
ahead of its time. 8. Unfortunately, the answer is b. Berlin's first memories were of the Cossacks' version of "The Easter Parade." Encouraged by the anti-Semitic policies of Czar Alexander III, the vicious mob could have been called "Alexander's Rage Time Band." 9. Would you try growing cotton in December? Neither would Sally Field's
character in Places in the Heart (answer a). In The Lion in Winter, the Plantagenets gather to celebrate Christmas and kill each other. In The French Connection, one of Gene Hackman's transparent guises was as a street-corner Santa. Between planning escapes and beating up William Holden, the prisoners of Stalag 17 celebrated
Christmas. 10. Alexandria (answer d) was the think tank of the Roman world. Its scientists developed the Julian calendar and correctly calculated the Earth's circumference. One of them, Hieron, invented the first jet engine; however, he had no idea how to use it. Alexandria's scientific community also successfully promoted a chronological
concept called the "week." The seven-day period once had been dismissed as just another Jewish idiosyncrasy. But when Alexandria adopted the idea, everyone loved it. 11. The Oracle of Delphi (answer c) offered incomprehensible utterances and was worshipped for them. Mr. Greenspan's unique style of rhetoric would have hindered
his career as a messiah. Imagine his version of the Golden Rule: "A proactive behavioralistic mode should be vectored to an optimalized spectrum with expectational reciprocity." 12. The leaders of the rebellion hated to give up power (answer d). Unfortunately, the Maccabees were better soldiers than kings. The history of the dynasty is a
sorry series of conspiracies and civil wars. Maccabee rule and Jewish independence ended in 63 B.C. when two princes were fighting over the throne. Each unable to eliminate the other, the brothers asked Rome to judge who should rule Judea. The Romans accepted the invitation, marched in, and didn't leave. Scoring KeyNow add up
your correct answers and find your place in the Nativity. 12 correct: The center of attention 10-11: Star of Bethlehem 8-9: Host of angels 6-7: Wise men 4-5: Kindly shepherds (bewildered by Latin-singing angels) 2-3: Kindly sheep 1: Innkeeper Eugene Finerman is a humorist, speechwriter and a damn know-it-all. Due to unprecedented
demand, TheStreet.com gift shop has run out of Eugene's effigies for public burning. You'll have to settle for a Yule log. Or you can just vent to his weary editor. how to answer number 24 on the impossible quiz. how to do number 42 on the impossible quiz. what is the answer to number 42 on impossible quiz
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